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QUESTION 1

A specialist creates a numeric user variable called MinBalance and assigns an initial value of 100 to it. The specialist
wants the Select process to return all IDs where the mapped field AccountBalance is greater than MinBalance. What is
the correct syntax to use? 

A. MinBalance 

B. AccountBalance > MinBalance 

C. AccountBalance > UserVar.MinBalance 

D. AccountBalance is GT than UserVar.MinBalance 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator has created an offer template with an attribute \\'Cost to company\\' . How should the above attribute
be defined so that no user could change or override its value while creating an offer using the 

aforementioned template? 

A. Cost to company should be defined as a \\'Static Attribute\\'. 

B. Cost to company should be defined as a \\'Hidden Attribute\\'. 

C. Cost to company should be defined as a \\'Custom Cell Attribute\\'. 

D. Cost to company should be defined as a \\'Parameterized Attribute\\'. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

If a database loader utility is properly configured and used, it will almost always help to improve flowchart performance.
Where can the specialist determine if the loaders are configured for use? 

A. Look on the partitions level for the loader settings, as these will control all data source loader settings. 

B. Look on the partitions level for the server and then optimization settings, as these will control all data source loader
settings. 

C. Look on the partitions-partition[n]-datasources level and then look for the UA_System_Tables data source loader
settings, as these setting willoverride all other data sources. 

D. Look on the partitions-partition[n]-datasources level and then look for both the UA_System_Tables database loader
settings, as well as all ofthe user table data source loader settings. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

The custom macro has been configured to select on "audience id" and a return value. When this custom macro is
executed an error is received. What could cause this problem? 

A. There are user variables used in the custom macro. 

B. The Expression Type is configured incorrectly for the custom macro. 

C. The custom macro is the same as one of the Campaign built-in macros. 

D. The custom macro is too large for the fields in the temp table (). 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A specialist completed a Unica Campaign installation and started the Unica Campaign Listener on port 4664. Which of
the following tests would confirm definitively that the Listener has started? 

A. Check if port 4664 is listening using netstat. 

B. Verify if a "status" command can be run using unica_svradm. 

C. Connect to the Unica URL - http(s)://hostname:port/unica - and determine if it is accessible. 

D. Run a grep on the Campaign server to determine if a "unica_acsvr" process is active using "ps -ef". 

Correct Answer: B 
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